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Performance Designs Releases the Sabre3 
  
Performance Designs is beyond thrilled to announce the release of the long-awaited 
Sabre3. For nearly 40 years, their design team has worked tirelessly to refine what is 
possible in canopy design, and they've done it again, delivering yet another cutting-edge 
canopy to the skydiving community. The Sabre3 is not only worthy of the name, it 
redefines it. This new wing exemplifies PD's continued passion to build the next greatest 
all around 9-cell modern canopy, one which is sure to excite anyone who flies it, and truly 
amaze those new to the brand. One flight proves it: it's not just a new wing, it's a better 
wing.  
Though the Sabre3 shares a lineage with two historically popular Performance Designs 
canopies, the Sabre and Sabre2, the designers began with a clean slate with the goal of 
creating the world’s next most popular canopy. They enhanced the qualities people loved 
most about the Sabre2 but minimized or eliminated those some found less desirable. 
Already tested endlessly by PD Test Jumpers, and demoed by PD Athletes, the Sabre3 has 
been described as dynamic, powerful, and perfectly suited for today’s modern canopy 
pilot - delivering superb openings, crisp response, and amazing landings.  

“The Sabre3 definitely has the range to be a great straight in, no wind, standard landing 

type canopy for a lower experience jumper. Or you can really push it and get some 

amazing flight performance out of it. It’s pretty much for the world. What we want as 

skydivers is a reliable canopy that is predictable on opening all the way through landing. 

It really is a beautiful wing.” - Brad Cole, PD Test Jumper  

The Sabre 3 is not just a new wing, it’s a better wing. You asked, they listened and 
delivered once again. Like all of their canopies, Performance Designs’ Sabre3 is available 
for demo before purchase. Those ready to own one should contact their local Authorized 
PD Dealer to discuss if the canopy is right for them. Additional specs and stats can be 
found on the Performance Designs website.  

For more information please contact Marketing Manager: albertb@performancedesigns.com
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